
Welcome parents and stu-
dents! AIS is proud to wel-
come back our returning 
families as well as give a 
warm welcome to our many 
new families.  

   This will be an exciting 
year as the school is stead-
ily growing and our students 
are learning and growing as 
well. We are proud to be 
the most authentic, open, 
and highest integrity school 
in Tirana and we are proud 
to have you with us on our 
journey.  

   

Some important changes 
this year are: 

• New online Science ac-
cess for our text/
digital hybrid Science 
curricula 

• New text throughout 
the school 

• Currently constructing 
a new Science Labora-
tory 

• More curriculum im-
provements and modifi-
cations to meet the 
particular needs of our 

international student 
base 

• NEW ESL classes 

• Our cadre of new, in-
ternational teachers 

• New office space, Kin-
dergarten, and First 
grade classrooms 

• Optional Albanian/
French lessons 
(depending on student 
nationality and relevant 
law) 

• Preschool now divided 
into Preschool 1 ages 2-
3 and Preschool 2 age 4
-5 

• As you may have no-
ticed, new safety rules 
on dropping students of 
and building access 

• New optional Khan 
Academy and Read The-
ory accounts to work 
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We welcome all of our preschool 1 
kids back to school for 2017-2018!! 
It’s so good to have some of last 
year’s children in the little preschool-
er’s group: Daniel, Daelia, Patrik, 
Amelia, Emili, Aidan, Darius, and wel-
come to our new little students Felip, 
Alivinia and Gjoni! 

September was a busy month, getting 
accustomed to activity time, Circle 
Time, lessons and playground fun. Our 
daily lessons consisted of early writ-
ing skills, coloring inside the lines, 
learning about patterns, colors, and 
shapes around our class room and out-
doors. Every day around 10:30 we had 
time to learn shapes, lines and curves 
using whiteboard markers in my Al-
phabet Writing book. By the end of 
September most everyone can manage 
to make “a” & “b”.   

At Circle Time we are learning about 
farm animals and birds.  Next month 
we will learn about wild animals. 

English Time! Everyone is trying to 
use whatever amount of English they 
have learned everyday with their lit-
tle friends and Ema and I! We are so 
proud of our littlest students! I’ve 
been rewarding them with 3 little 
M&M’s after each lesson. 

Just before lunch we tidy up our 
room. The boys sing along to our clean 
up song : “Must Tidy Up!” and march 
around the room singing while Ema, 
the girls and I put away our toys and 
straighten the tables and chairs. 

We will try to have our weekly letters 
ready for you parents starting in Oc-
tober. 

---well “Good-bye for now! And enjoy 

your weekend! 

  

Ms Barbara 

Ms Ema 
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Preschool 1 Age 2/3 Ms Barbara 

er and try their best. 

 

English: we encourage them to use 
their English, and help support their 
learning through language modeling, 
lots of pictures, reading, and fun ac-
tive music 

Art: we encourage personal expres-
sion and positive participation with 
others. 

Problem Solving: when an argument 
occurs or there is a conflict, we talk 
about finding a solution that is appro-
priate and using our words.  It is ok 
to be mad or angry, we just have to 
communicate and make a good request 
(“I need a minute”, “I need some 
space”, “Can we do this together?”, or 
“I need a hug!”) 

 

Coming up in October we will be read-
ing stories of 3 as in the 3 Little Pigs, 
the 3 Bears, and the 3 Billy goats 
gruff, as well as talking about fairy 
tales.  These are fun to act out in the 
classroom and change the classroom 
into a theater stage!  We won’t forget 
about Halloween either! 

Dear Preschool Families, 

We are completing our first month of 
school and I feel great about the 
learning that is taking place in the 
classroom.  We have established some 
good classroom routines, the students 
are participating well, and we look 
after each other.  I really enjoy 
teaching this group of preschool-
ers!  As a new teacher in this school, 
and new to Albania, I could not ask 
for a better start. 

 

Here is a little summary of things we 
have done this month across various 
subjects: 

Literacy: Pete the Cat books have 
been popular and fun to read togeth-
er.   

Math: We have been counting on our 
calendar since day one and have made 
it to 29! 

Music: The students have learned 
some great movement songs “pop See 
k”, “get your body moving”, and the 
“dinosaur stomp” you tube link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=LMxtwzroMTQ 

Social Responsibility: our classroom 
jobs teaches them to take turns, pay 
attention to who is talking, and follow 
directions.  They encourage each oth-

Preschool 2 Age 4/5  Mr. Mark  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LMxtwzroMTQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LMxtwzroMTQ


We recently finished our first ELA 
unit on nursery rhymes and fables; 
bravo!  We started our second unit, 
which combines with science, and 
learning about our five senses.  We 
are going to continue to master our 
writing, and learn about sound blend-
ing. 

In Math, Miss Amy has been using 
linking cubes to help us count higher 
and learn about measurements and 
data.  We are also working very hard 
on geometry, and learning to draw and 
identify our shapes. 

When we have free time, we talk 
about geography and the continents 
of the world.  Most recently we 
learned about Africa. We found out 
that it is the HOTTEST continent on 
earth, AND some of our favorite ani-
mals, like giraffes and zebras live 

there! 

Miss Amy has introduced us to Brain-
Pop, a software program that explains 
our lessons with two funny characters 
named Annie and Moby.  Soon, she is 
going to let us use the program on our 
own during center time, so we can 

learn about computers and how they 
work. This month was full of fun and 
new things! 

bit of writing this year which is not 
all that popular with many of the stu-
dents but an important skill which 
they all must master! 

Our Math  has been much review and 
we are now learning about graphs, 
addends and our multiplication ta-
ble.  Students are encouraged to 
practice Kahn Math at home as much 
as possible. In science we have been 
studying about how Scientist investi-
gate and collect data.  We have com-
pleted several interesting science 
experiments  successfully. 

I look forward to a successful year 
and would like the parents of my stu-
dents to know that my door is always 
open and that  I welcome any advice 
or suggestions regarding your 
child  warmly so please feel free to 
discuss any concerns you might have 
at any time!  Again, thank you for the 
honor of teaching your precious chil-
dren! 

 In French, the third graders started 

the year by revising everything that 
had been done last year as well as the 
main instructions of the classroom 
“écoutez, levez la main...” They re-
vised the alphabet by doing activities 
such as spelling, listening and writing 
French names. They revised the num-
bers doing activities such as: bingo, 
listen and write the number … They 
also worked on Unit 0 in Jojo 2 doing 
writing activities about their holidays, 
the weather …  

The third grade class hit the ground 
running and it has been  very busy 
with lots of work and a bit of fun 
thrown in.  We spent the first few 
weeks in review of what was taught in 
2nd grade and even though I am a bit 
prejudice, I have to say that this is a 
very, very smart class!  I can see fu-
ture leaders, writers, teachers and 
many others who  have the potential 
for greatness in their chosen career 
paths.  I am very honored to be 
teaching such a talented and educat-
ed group of students, parents, you 
are to be commended for your com-
mitment to their education!  I am a 
firm believer in the adage that it 
takes a village to raise a child and we 
are committed together in inspiring 
each child to be the best they can be! 

We have been reading Wind in the 
Willows and are enjoying the adven-
tures of Rat and Mole as they make 
their way in the Wild Woods and 
along the river.  All the students are 
encouraged to read at home to their 
younger siblings, Mom and Dad!  Our 
skills strand has involved review of 
several concepts and stories taught in 
2nd grade.  We are now reading Alice 
in Wonderland and learning parts of 
speech /decoding syllables which can 
be overwhelming but they are doing 
great! Our class will be doing quite a 
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Hello Parents, 

Welcome to a New Year! 

The children have been working really hard, 

having fun, and learning many things.   

 

We have established a daily routine.  

 In English, we learned several phonics 

songs to start our English class with.  We 

learned vowels and their sounds, as well as 

the other letters.  We read aloud so that 

every student could practice on their 

reading skills, we work in our workbooks 

together as an entire class (giving each 

student a chance to answer).  We also have 

a weekly spelling quiz. During reading, we 

learned about characters, settings, plot 

(beginning, middle, ending). This is just a 

few things that we have learned in our first 

grade English Class.  

 

 

First Grade September 

Newsletter 
Date:  

 
In Math, we also have an Exercise “Learning to 

count to 100” Song.  We learned how to write our 

numbers, count our numbers, learned shapes and 

how many sides and angles do they have, learned 

left and right, inside and outside, first, second, 

third, counting pennies and beginning steps to 

adding numbers.  This is just a few things that we 

have learned in our first grade Math. 

 

In Science, we learned about our five senses and 

what parts of the body we use for each sense.  We 

learned about measuring tools, like ruler, tape 

measure, measuring cup, balance and thermometer, 

and we just finished with the life cycle of a 

butterfly. We have a display of that on the wall 

outside our classroom. 

 

For their hard work, we had a science experiment 

called “The Mentos and Coke” Experiment. 

 

 

 

 

                  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I want to thank the Parents for trusting 

me with the most important person in their 

lives, their children. 

 

Thank you so much! 

Towanna Hall 

 

                  

 

 

 

ALSO, “POPCORN AND A MOVIE” REWARD! 

 

 

 

 
 

 



                              

Welcome back to school! 

              We hope that everyone had a great summer. We look forward to spending a year filled 

with rich, meaningful, and fun learning experiences with these wonderful children. Our second 

grade superstars were so excited to see and meet each other in the first day of school.  The 

following days they have been very busy settling into our daily classroom and school routines, 

and a few days later they were more than ready and eager to learn.  

Ninette has been happier than others the past month because it was her birthday. Happy Birthday 

to our superstar Ninette! We would like to thank her for the delicious treats she brought for 

everyone in class. 

                                                                                                          

In Listening and Learning strand we finished Domain 1 "Fairy Tales and Tall Tales". They 

enjoyed the fairy tales with which they were already familiar, but they also liked the tall tales. 

After listening the read aloud and gaining information from the illustrations, the kids would 

demonstrate understanding of its characters, setting and the plot. Discussions take place after 

each story to allow students to build cumulative knowledge and vocabulary about the domain. 

We just started the second domain “Early Asian Civilization”. 

In the Skills Strand English we’re working on Unit 1 and the reader “The Cat Bandit”. The 

first ten lessons have been mostly review from first grade, such as: letter-sound correspondences, 

identifying vowel and consonants sounds etc. Diagraphs , double letter spellings ,  tricky spelling 



‘g’,  ‘c’, spelling alternatives ‘qu’, ‘wh’, ‘wr’, ‘kn’ ‘ge’, ‘ve’ have been taught during these 

weeks . Every Monday the kids  get a list of spelling words to practice and learn, and every 

Friday they will have a spelling assessment. 

We start the Math lesson with the meeting, in which we go over the calendar, months, days of 

the week and time. Counting in the number chart by 1s, 2s and 5s, identifying even and odd 

numbers is part of the daily routine too. We continue with a new concept every day and work in 

class guided practice and fact practice worksheets.  Exploring pattern blocks and counters, 

pictographs, graphs, counters, patterns, pattern blocks, sort by color, act out story problems, most 

and fewest were some of the concepts introduced this month. Understanding graphs and adding 

data in their birthday graphs was an activity they enjoyed in math.  

            

In Science we finished lesson 3 of unit 1 Work Like a Scientist. They learned about inquiry 

skills and how they can use them to learn and find out information about things. We went outside 

and explored our school’s backyard to search for leaves to sort and classify. In order to engage 

and explore they started their own investigations and used science tools to find and record data.  

 

 



AIS 4th Grade hard at work in September! 

 

In Ms. Bohne’s 4th grade class students have been hard at work! In English we are 

annotating text and becoming “close readers” (ask your students what that means!); 

mathematics at this point is largely review taking on place value and adding money to name 

a few lesson topics. In science students will be making models this next week and 

discovering what models are used for. In social studies students created a map with their 

own map key and map scale. Check out our pictures ☺  

Thanks for the good work, 4th graders! 

-Ms. Bohne  

  

 

 



Four, fantastic 5th graders have been 
hard at work this September learning 
many new skills and perfecting some 
old ones. In math it has been all about 
place values and adding and subtract-
ing decimals. The pesky decimal some-
times gave us problems but we feel 
confident and ready to move to multi-
ply and dividing next. In English, we 
learned all about descriptive writing 
by reading a book by Roald Dahl 
called, The Twits. He is a master at 
writing about weird characters which 
gave the students a model for their 
writing. We also practiced writing 
descriptively by using our five sense 
to describe a rice krispie treat.  The 
best part of that activity was the 
eating.  In Science we learned how 
and what scientists study and learn 
about the world around us. We per-
formed a number of experiments to 

model the scientific method such as, 
Color of M&Ms, ball drop, mystery 
box, rock building and bridge building. 
They also learned about how technol-
ogy is a part of science which make 
our lives better.  We will start learn-
ing about the human body next week. 

 In French, Fifth graders started this 
year by revising some of the concepts 
they have done 
last year. After 
they have been 
introduced to the 
new french meth-
od GASTON 3. 
They have started 
unit two which is 
about vacations, 
the months and 
the seasons of the 
year. They have 

learned to say in what month they 
were born, which the month they love 
the most is. They have learned to use 
of ordinal numbers up to 100, and 
many activities for learning the new 
vocabulary and new expressions, at 
the end of the unit a vocabulary test 
was completed. They have moved to 
the third unit which is about the phy-
sique and the character description 

of person. In the new 
unit have been intro-
duced the verbs “avoir 
and “être” (to be and 
to have) for describing 
someone. In addition 
we have seen videos 
and done extra exer-
cises to help with their 
language development.  
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5th Grade  Ms. Lilly 

students their first writing assign-
ment: a descriptive essay.  

   In Science, the seventh grade will 
begin the year studying cells, cell 
structures, and heredity. They are 
starting strong completing assign-
ments in their workbooks, online, and 
during  activities. The students really 
enjoyed our colored water osmosis 
demonstration with plastic cups and 
we are starting to integrate new VR 
technology into the lessons! 

   In Social Studies, they will begin 
the year learning about Culture 
Hearths, Ancient China, Chinese Dyn-
asties, and how geography influenced 
early civilization. 

 In French, the seventh graders this 
year started by revising some con-
cepts of the last year such as dialogs, 
formal and informal greetings in 
French, cardinal numbers… The dia-
logs have been done in groups of two. 
Then they have been introduced to 
unit 7 on the same book as last year 
VITE 1, where they have seen and 
learned about the family members, to 
enable them to talk about their fami-
ly,  and each one of them drew his 
family tree. The students have 
learned how to use the possessives 
pronouns to express the possession. 
At the end of different activities and 

exercises they did a vocabulary test 
to check the acquisition of the new 
vocabulary. Afterwards they were 
introduced to the parts of a house so 
they could describe an apartment/
house, and the furniture the apart-
ment is furnished. They wrote the 
description of their houses…  

In English, we 
have hit the 
ground running 
this year. In 
preparation for a 
week or so of 
MAP testing, we 
have been busy 
since day one 
with reviews of 
grammar and 
reading compre-
hension. In addi-
tion to these lec-

tures, the students have completed 
numerous exercises and homework 
assignments for preparatory practice. 
A few days of surveying the grammar 
workbook with the students has ena-
bled the teacher to glimpse their dif-
ferent strengths before the test re-
sults arrived. Once reported, the 
teacher used the results of the test 
to develop more precise plans for the 
semester ahead. With a roadmap for 
the lessons ready to go, we started 
with an overview of the writing pro-
cess that we would be modifying for 
different formats throughout the 
year. The students have learned the 
rubric through which they can self-
evaluate their work, and which the 
teacher will use to grade their final 
drafts. The next month brings our 

Seventh Grade Mr. Faik 

“we are 
starting to 

integrate new 
VR technology 

into the 
lessons!” 



As their MAP tests confirmed, the 
8th grade class is ready to push 
themselves  in English, at an excep-
tional rate. We breezed through the 
introductory sections of the 
WriteSource text so that we may 
spend more time with the hands-on 
learning with which these students 
are known to excel. As the 7th grade 
cohort will begin to do in October, 
the 8th grade class has already begun 
writing in a descriptive format. De-
scriptive essays are an ideal starting 
point, enabling students to refresh 
their grammar and spelling that may 
have waned under the relaxing sum-
mer sun. Rather than only focusing on 
the sensory details that are typically 
expected of the writings of students 
in this format, we are expanding our 
essays to take into account the emo-
tions and thoughts that color the ex-

periences upon which they are re-
flecting. These introspective aspects 
of writing will be foregrounded in the 
narrative writing we will begin to work 
on in October.  

In French, Eighth graders started 
the year with different oral activities 
to refresh their memory. Then they 
discovered their new textbook Vite 2. 
They worked on Unit 1 about jobs. 
They had a vocabulary test about the 
different jobs and the transfer from 
masculine to feminine form (ex: bou-
langer -  boulangère). They can talk 
about the job they would like to do in 
the future and why. In grammar, they 
worked on pronouns such as “me, te, 
le, la, l’ …” to replace objects of per-
sons that have been used in a sen-
tence or a question. Ex: Il regarde la 
télé? Oui, il la regarde.  

In Science, the 8th grade will begin 

the year studying the basics of Mat-
ter and Energy and spend the year 
delving deeper into energy, matter, 
and some basic Chemistry concepts 
such as electron shells and chemical 
equation balancing. 

  Social Studies this year will cover 
topics from the Enlightenments’ influ-
ence on the Age of Revolutions up to 
modern day historical events. 

skills we have been concurrently prac-
ticing.  

During French, Ninth graders revised 
the main vocabulary of the class 
(instructions and key sentences for 
the class). Until the end of the se-
mester they will finish Vite 2 so they 
covered Unit 7 of the textbook about 
the body parts. They had a vocabulary 
test and can express where they are 
hurt using the right preposition “ à la, 
à l’, au, aux ”. In grammar, they 
worked on personal pronouns such a 
“me, te, lui ...” that are used to re-
place a name already used in a sen-
tence. Ex: Tu peux donner le stylo à 
Pauline ?: Oui, Je lui donne le stylo.  

  In Science the ninth grade will 
spend the entire year studying high 
school Biology and learning in-depth 
detailed operations of the human 
body, molecular bonding, and many 
other subjects. 

 Finally, in Social Studies the year is 
split into three semesters with each 
semester covering a separate, though 
related topic. The first semester will 
review types of government and state 
sovereignty. The second semester will 
introduce basic concepts of micro and 
macro economics and finally, the third 
semester will look at various geno-
cides throughout history and their 

contributing fac-
tors.  

The 9th grade is a crucially important 
year in the American system. Unlike 
the Albanian system, this grade 
marks the freshmen year of High 
School. Despite our system being dif-
ferent here, this significant change is 
nonetheless reflected in the Ameri-
can texts we will be using this year. 
Whereas the 7th and 8th graders 
begin with descriptive essays, the 9th 
grade class has started writing a per-
sonal narrative essay (as the schedule 
of the WriteSource text dictates). 
This essay format combines the sen-
sory focus of a descriptive essay with 
the emotional and reflective dimen-
sions of personal narratives. A week 
of grammar review, and another sur-
veying the writing process with which 
they have become increasingly famil-
iar over the past few years, has pre-
pared them to take on the challenge 
to write at a level of depth that they 
may have had little exposure to be-
fore. Alongside our writing, we have 
explored ways in which we may add 
variety to our sentences, and we have 
applied these lessons directly to the 
writing process we have been exercis-
ing during the last two weeks of the 
month. The students have been en-
couraged to develop a personal style 
appropriate to the personal narrative 
format, employing the grammatical 
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“To catch the 
reader's 
attention, 
place an 

interesting 
sentence or 

quote from the 
story here.” 



Albanian International School 

  

Helpful Links 

Dream Bigger, Learn Better,  
Shine Brighter 

 Our website has been updated with many 
new features including a Parent Resource 
tab where you can find the school hand-
book, weekly menu, class schedules, and 
FAQ’s.  

  We have a Student Resource section too 
with quick links to EngradePro, Science 
Fusion, Khan Academy, and Read Theory. 
The students also have helpful links they 
will need to both complete and research 
some assignments.  

   Finally, you can keep up-to-date by fol-
lowing us on Facebook, Instagram, and 
Twitter and watch our newest videos on 
the AIS YouTube channel. 

Albanian International School 
 
EngradePro 
 
Science Fusion 
 
My HMH 
 
Common Core Standards 

Read Theory 
 
Khan Academy 
 
MAP Growth 
 
Core Knowledge 
 
 
 
 

http://ais-tirana.org/
https://engradepro.com/
https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/ePC/start.do
https://my.hrw.com/
http://www.corestandards.org/
https://readtheory.org/auth/login
https://www.khanacademy.org/
https://www.nwea.org/map-growth/
https://www.coreknowledge.org/

